
PRACTICE SOLUTIONS

Available now, Easy Dental 2010 offers features and enhancements that improve 
practice efficiency and productivity. Take advantage of new tools and easily manage 
treatment plans, improve collection processes, increase front office efficiencies 
and much more! Upgrade to Easy Dental 2010 today and gain instant access to 
an impressive list of innovative new features.

Collections Manager
Transform outstanding collections from a mass of unorganized records into a highly 
organized report.  Using a variety of filters, Easy Dental 2010 identifies which accounts 
to focus on first, making collections time more productive. (Figure 1)
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treatment Manager
Use the new reporting and analysis tools to identify open treatment plans and turn them 
into revenue opportunities. (Figure 2)

schedule event
Enable staff to specify operatory schedules and eliminate creating dummy patient accounts 
that introduce junk data into systems and reports. (Figure 3)

Print schedule View
Save time by setting up calendars for each clinician in the practice just one time and saving 
the preferences for future viewing and printing. This eliminates the process of selecting 
certain criteria each time a clinicians schedule is viewed or printed. (Figure 4)

enhanced Clipboard
Reschedule, store, or switch multiple appointments at the same time with a simple click 
of the mouse. To use this tool, just drag appointments to the new enhanced clipboard and 
then drag them to their new location.

appointment Hover window
Easily access appointment details including patient and account information without 
navigating away from the Schedule module. Simply mouse over an appointment and a 
hover window will appear providing quicker, more efficient access to detailed patient 
information directly from the appointment. 

Patient Privacy
Protect patient privacy by hiding or masking patient Social Security numbers throughout 
Easy Dental and within reports. Once set Social Security numbers will be protected both 
in the application and on printed reports.

Improved Help
find answers quickly to Easy Dental questions with an updated index that contains an 
integrated list of content. Access any listed topic without opening separate help files for 
each module. 

easy to Learn, easy to use
for more information about the newest release of the industries easiest to use and easiest 
to own practice management system, call 1-800-768-6464 or visit www.EasyDental.com
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